Hello everyone,

We have finished the updates to the PI and CM post-test to reflect the changes necessary due to the stop-gap curriculum/FSDMM process. Here are a few things to do and know about this interim testing procedure:

1. The test will be pencil/paper based. We do not have the ability to make changes in Skillnet and are not ready to put the stop-gap test in the FCB software at this time.

2. We will need your test order a minimum of 2 weeks prior to the test date. This is because we need to print and ship necessary materials.

3. You will have test scores within 5 business days of the test being returned to FCB for scoring. We will put a pre-paid, pre-addressed Fed Ex shipping label in all test shipments to aid in return shipping.

4. We will work with each training department individually to schedule shipping and retesting dates when a candidate fails the post test.

5. We will start charging $50 per test administration for the stop-gap test. We must know how you want to handle billing for the post-test. PI’s are already covered for up to 2 test administrations in the DCF contract. For CM, we need to know how you want to handle billing. We will implement a 90-day payment plan while this is determined, so no one will have to pay prior to testing.
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